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CS 301 . COMPUTER GRAPHICS

nswer all questions Two hours

1, (a) Define in your own words u'hal computer graphecs is,

(b) Difierentiate Raster scan d,tsyttag and Rand,or, ,ront*irpioy"
:s

(c) Explain the term scan conuerszctn in relation to computer graphics.

(cl) Consicier the Bresenham c:i,rcle drawirig algorithm: '

l1o%l

l2o%l

l2o%)

l2o%)

J5%)

i. Derive the necessary equations involvecl to generate a Egesenham ctrcle,

\Afuite the Bresenham ci,rcle algorithm. . 1tI.

.f
111. Apply the algorithm to obtain all the pixel co-ordinates to draw the first quarter of

the circle of radius ?': 8 rvith center at (4,3). [15%]

2. (a) Give the corresponding matrices (in hoinogeneous systeni) for each of the foliowing two

dimensional transfornrations irr c:orriputer graphics.

i. Translation with distances tr andtg f.or the r and g co-ordinates, respectively. 110%]

ii. Clock-wise rotation about the origin with an angle cr. [10%]

iii. Reflection about X axis. 110%J

iv. Reflection about Y axis. 110%)
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(b) i' Show that tlie following rnatrix for reflection about a line with slope s and y in
(0, c)

- E2 2s *Zcs

2s s?-l Zc

0 0 s2+

hose vertices are A(- B(0,-2), C(1,0

a. The horizontal line y : 2

B. The verticai line x : Z, and

7.Theliney:x*2,

Define the terms w'i,nd,ow and u'iewporf in relatio'to cornputer graphics.

Write down lIrc L,iang-Barsky Li,ne cti,ppi,ng nietliocl r' .
Let W be a window whose bottom_left corner is (_3, 1)-arid
and. I,I be a straight jine witn f : (-4,2) and ,l : (_I*T).
bo ciip I J against W.

(d) Explain clearly how you wourd use the sutherrand-Hrd,geman po#so, crippzng otet
ciip the polvgon ABCDE against the wind-ow peRS. Tt r .ooiainates of the
are A({a, 2A0), 8(220, 120), C(150, 100), D(100, 30), and E(10, 120). coorct

the window are p(200, 50), g(200, 150), .B(b,, 1b0), and 
^g(b0, 50), Find the

of all vertices of the clipped polygon.

4' (a) Describe briefly the orthographic parallel projection of an objict on to xy-plan
derive the corresponding projection matrix.

(b) consider the object formed by lines AB, BC, c D, DA, AE, B E, c E, DE, AF, B
and DF; where A(0, 0, 0), 8(200, 0,0), C(200. 0, 100), D(0, 0, 100), E(100,

1 [r

ML:+"\

ii. Reflect a c{iarnond-shapecl polygon w
D(0,2) abour:

I
1,0),

3. (u)

(b)

(.)
tlie top right corner

Apply the above al
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F(100, 200, 50). Apply your matrix to find the orthographic

object on XY-plane, and ciraw the projection.

parallel projection of the

12sYaL

Give tlre corresponding rnntrices (irr hornogeneous sy$tem) for ear:h of the following tirree

dimensional transformations in computer graphics.

i. Ttanslation with distances dx, dg, anddz for the r,y, and z co-ordinates,

respectively. [10%]

Counter clock-wise rotation about e axis with tire angle a,

Counter clock-wise rotation about y axis wittr the angle p.

[10%]

J0%l

the fbllowing sequericem the given homogeneou$ co-ordiriate point P[3,2, 1] by

operations:

Translate by (-1, -i, -1) for the a, y. and e co-ordinates" respectively.

Rotate by *30" about z-axis and +45o about'g axis.

F'ind tire final position of P after the operations (z) and

J0%1

llo%1

[10%](rn)

)
I
.t
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